


The Adventures of Ashley Madder is Volume XII of the Tales of Gnosis 
College, an ongoing erotic mad science comics series written and produced by 
Iago Faustus and illustrated by Erosarts.  In this story, Ashley Madder, a 
coed turned into a nigh-indestructible statue is "abducted" by a ring of 
ultra-wealthy sexual fetishists and proceeds to have a series of bizarre 
adventures across time and space.  This comic contains sexually explicit 
depictions and adult situations and is not suitable for minors.

The contents of this PDF document are high resolution pages of The 
Adventures of Ashley Madder.  The comic was written by Iago Faustus, Ph.D. 
("Faustus," a pseudonym).  Faustus commissioned the illustration of Bait and 
all the associated artwork herein.  The whole work and its individual parts 
are all published under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 4.0 International License.  Details of the license can be found 
at this URL:  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/.  Under the 
terms of the license, you may copy and share this work as much as you like 
as long as you include the license.  You may  create derivative works (for 
example, your own stories or artwork based on the characters or situations 
in Bait) as long as you publish them under the same license as they are 
published under here.  You may not sell the work or use any derivative works 
you create from it for commercial purposes.  Furthermore, the license 
protects the moral rights of the artists, so do not alter their work without 
their consent.  Questions about the license or inquiries about possible 
exemptions from the license should be directed to Faustus, who can be 
contacted at faustus@eroticmadscience.com or via his contact page at 
https://eroticmadscience.com/72-2/.

Iago Faustus is a failed academic who wishes he had never been born.  He 
writes dirty comics and other things to help himself cope with the burden of 
being alive.  Most of the comics he has written and commissioned, along with 
a variety of bespoke art and curated material, can be found at his principle 
website Erotic Mad Science, (https://eroticmadscience.com).  Faustus also 
maintains two "scrapbook" sites of imagery he uses for guidance and 
inspiration, both suitable only for adults.  The first of these, Hedonix 
(http://hedonix.org), contains comparatively mild adult and non-adult 
content.  A second, Infernal Wonders (http://baalberith.net/wp), explores 
darker black-comic and erotic-horror themes.  Faustus has created a special 
"Rosetta stone" site (https://www.wrections.com), which consists of a short 
comic he wrote ("Bubbles") translated into at least twenty languages.  
Finally, he also writes short pessimistic rants and essays at his philosophy 
blog Pyrosophy (https://pyrosophy.net).  You can follow Faustus on Twitter 
at @EroticMadSci and contact him via his contact page 
(http://eroticmadscience.com/72-2/) or at faustus@eroticmadscience.com.

Erosarts is an American professional freelance artist with extensive 
experience illustrating adult, fantasy, and science fiction comics. He is 
the illustrator of Tales of Gnosis College, "Bubbles," Bait, and other 
comics written by Iago Faustus, the creator of They Want Our Women and 
imMATURE Comics, and a frequent contributor to the adult comics Danger Dolls 
and Tales of the Stripped. He maintains a DeviantArt site 
(https://www.deviantart.com/erosarts) at which you can see his art and 
through which he can be contacted.


































































































































































































































































































































































































